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In Translation
Teacher of ConscialSIless

(Leo

Tolstoy)

By Andrey BelY

Translated and with an Introduction by
Olga M.1ller Cooke
Texas A&M University
With "Teacher of COnsciousness (Leo 'lblstoy) ," Andrey Bely endeavors to place Tolstoy side by side with th..i.nkers like Socrates
and Confucius. 1 M1ereas in his earlier essays Bely sooght an aesthetic response to Tolstoy I s creativity, in the present study
Bely I s points of reference are Irore rretaphysical. 2 The obvious
sources are those fran which Bely quotes free.ly, narrely, '!he Bha~vad Gita, as ~l as 'IOlstoy I s diaries and On Life. 3 Another
s~gnificant presence is Rudolf Steiner, whose lectures on '!he Bhagavad Gita played an imrense role in Bely IS thaIght. 4 Focusing on
Tolsto:Y'S post-conversion pericx:l, Be1y discusses Tolstoy's philosophy in tenns of a system that bridged the East and the west.
lest one forget, Bely, of all the Syni:x:>lists, sought the reconciliation be~ these polarities. 1lCcording to Bely, Tolstoy as a
"teacher of consciwsness" energes as the surrmit of enlighternrent J
sarewhat of a self-styled yogi, at once creating his own Christian
Gosp=l, and at the sarre ti.Ire erobxiying the ancient wisdan of the
East. Tolstoy's knowledge of the East was by no means superficial. S
one encounters references to his favorite books of wisdan, those of
"the Brahmins, of Buddha~ Confucius, I.a.o-tse, ( ... ] books by which
all hurranity has lived."
Just as nuch has been written about Tolstoy's interest in China, 7 and it is carmon knc:Mledge that Tolstoy's
rrodel served as the cornerstone of Gandhi. I s own principles of nonresistance. 8
~e TOlstoy did not exert as powerful an influence as, say,
Gogol' or Pushkin, in Bely's works, nevertheless, he is clearly iInpartant both in Bely's personal and creative life. Apart fran nurreraJ.S childhood episodes depicting Tolstoy IS visits to the Bugaev
household when Bely "sat on Tolstoy 1 s knee,"9 there is the personal
depiction of Tolstoy as Old Man Winter in his poem liTo Leo Tolstoy"
(1908}.lD M3.gnus Ljunggren maintains tbat not only had Bely sought
an "ego-ideal ll in Tolstoy, but that he found uncanny similarities
bet\een Tolstoy an:1 his father, Professor Nikolai Bugaev.ll In
1918 BelY wrote a preliminary sketch of Professor I<orcCJcin in the
short-story, "'!be Yogi, II wt10se spiritual make-up bears striking
similarities to Tolstoy .12 MJreover, Bely developed this image further in his final novel, Masks, and provided one of the rrost convincing portrayals of living according to Tolstoyan pacifism in Korobkin's practice of non-resistance to evil. Clearly what appeals to
Bely about Tolstoy are his distillations of tnlth, made accessible
to everyone. 13 Tolstoy stands as Evel:y1Tan, asking the perennial
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questions alxJut life and death, perce~vlng the amipresent struggle
between the forces of light and the forces of darkness.
As is the case in virtually all of Be.ly's essays, be they literary, philosophical, or aesthetic, an air of idiosyncracy dcrninates
"Teacher of Consciousness (120 Tolstoy)," but not without perspicacious insights. Bely discerns the corm.ective tissue be.~ several
concepts in Tolstoy I s On Life and sanskrit literature. As a student
of anthroposophy, Bely often turn.ed to the sacred Hindu epic, '!he
Bhagavad Gita. 14 Briefly sunmarized, '!he Bhagavad Gita, consists of
eighteen chapters, in which the principal figures Krishna and Arjuna
represent manifestations of the divine and the hl..llTaJ1 in the universe.
Unable to reconcile hi.mself with the wanton destruction of his brothers and kinfolk, Arjuna undergoes a crisis on the battlefield and
seeks counsel fran Krishna. '!he latter i.nstructs Arjuna in the ways
of yoga, ul t..i.m3.tely the sum of what one rrust do to realize the higher
self. 15 '!hus, Arjuna nust discover that in order for the soul to
evolve it rrust be free fran the \-,Orld of the senses. Bely seizes on
the ethical principles of the epic, those entailing transcending the
l~ self.

saturating it with citations fran '!he Bhagavad Gita, Bely cemrence.s
his study with an association bet\t;een Tolstoy and Hindu philosophy.
One of the chief lessons of '!he Bhagavad Gita, that the pursuit of
selfless actions will lead to self-realization, essentially daninates
all of Tolstoy's thought. 16 Because Tolstoy cultivated the rroral discipline of self-renunciation in his everyday activities, Be.ly attributed the characteristics of the yogi to Tolstoy himself, \othether he
actual 1 y preached yoga or not. And the rressage of Bely I s discussion
of yoga, indeed, the force of the Gita, is only IMde clear when taken
together with the Tolstoyan concept of "rational consciousness."
Where Bely rrentions "consciousness" one should read "rational consciousness." For exarrple, the line "life begins only with the manifestation of consciousness tI is a paraphrase of Tolstoy I s "hunan life
begins only with the rreni.festation of rational consciousness. 1117 According to TOlstoy, "rational conscioo.sness" is that faculty which
distinguishes man fran animal. 'Ihroughout On Life "rational consciousness" is pitted against "animal personality," the latter standing for the pursuit of selfish goals, expressed in human desires and
senso~ pleasures.
What takes place in ti.rre and space is not true
life, but rather, 11 anirral personality. II IIRational consciousness,"
on the other hand, is synonyrrous with eternity. Lile only begins
when nan renoonces the self and begins to put others ahead of himself. '!hen death ceases to preoccupy man, for he passes into a new
relation with the \'oOrld. 18
For Tolstoy, as for the teachings in ']he Bhagavad Gita, there is
no conflict between reason and consciousness. Bely J s application of
'IbIs toy I s practical wi..sdan as a "spiritual science," is particularly
apt, as this is exactly Yklat Rudolf steiner called his own brand of
practical wisdan, ~y, anthroposophy, for it, too, integrated the
rraterial and the spirituaL Interestingly, Belyl s treatrrent of
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"rranas" reveals not only an understanding of Hindu tenns, but also
his dependence on other Steinerian interpretations of '!he Bhagavad
Gita. 19 Here the intellectual kinship beboeen Tolstoy and Eely becares rrore telling, for Bely' s discussion of rranas entails !TOre
than a ~stern understanding of the mind as the dwelling place of
thought and intellect. Because human evolution requires the poNer
of the mind over l::xJdy, Bely roncentrates on yoga as the rrost effective exercise in gaining higher levels of consciousness. 'Ihus, one
can never underestirtate the active rrental activity involved, the
sheer power of consciousness to shed its attacl1Ioont to selfish desires. According to Bely, our eq:::> is the "glove ll hiding our real
self, and in distinguishing between the ego and the self, Arjuna
learns that his essential nature is spiritual, and therefore eternal. Be1y implies that TOlstoy I S resemblance to the Hindu ancients
is based on rrental discipline, an a Socratic understanding of knowledge as virtue. Just as Krishna teaches Arjuna to train himself in
abandoning the ego to evolve to a higher state, so does 'Iblstoy, the
Teacher, make that derrand of his foll~s.20
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short story "KaDna, II which for a long t.i.Ire was attributed to Tolstoy himself, but which, in fact, was Tolstoy's translation of the
story by Paul caruso Vbm Tolstoy learned that his translation
had been circulated under his nane, he wrote a letter of <lp)logy,
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were I the author of this tale. It is one of the best prod.ucts of
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19 • According to '!he Harper I s Dictionary of Hinduism "Manas" is
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p. 176. SiInilarly, Steiner lectured about ''rnanas" in 'tt1e Bhagavad
Gita, lectures, which, as rrentioned earlier, Bely personally heard.
see Steiner, ope cit., pp. 16-36.

20 • ~ile I have consul ted several translations of 'U1e Bhagavad
Gita, all translations of Bely's citations fran 'U1e Gita are my 0Ym.
Readers may find that the admixture of Bely' s poetic philosophizing
and citing references is often encurri:ered by subjective rationcinations. 'Ilri.s is typical of Bely's philosophically oriented texts.

Teacher of Consciousness (Leo Tolstoy)
By Andrey Bely

One encOW1ters the truths of wisdom in Leo Tolstoy I 5 Diary; nuch
of what he tells us is told by a supra-individualistic consciousness,
which according to Hindu philosophy is called Manas, the "I." However, the "I" is spirit.

'ttle appearance in history of the proolern of the "I" is depicted
in the magnificent iJrage of Krishna, who appears to Arjuna, the student of Yoga. C!l a battlefield Arjuna grieves: "It is better to
IiVEl by giving ... than killing... we do not know \\hat is better ... to
be conquered or to conquer." ('lhe Bhagavad Gita). And Krishna replies to him: "Man can neither kill nor be killed. He was never
rom, he will never die. Look at yw actions, and not at the fruits
of your actions .•• Give yourself to Yoga; Ycqa is art in action."
(idan). '!he path of these actions leads to the renunciation of
senseless actions; Yoga is the study of inaction in action, of peace
in battle.
Krishna I S lesson is that Yoga answers Arjuna' s question as to how
to depart fran war. It does not reccmrend an external rejection,
b.lt rather specific actions for transfomdng the struggle. 'Ihe pu-

rilication of actions with action is yoga. "Let the Yogi. •• exercise
ycqa ••. he will not be disturbed by the greatest of sorrON." (idem).
~t is Yoga all about?
In the ability to subordinate oneself to
the higher "I. II And who is Krishna? He is the "I, II who has blown
up the personality of Arjuna, the mask; he is the "I" of Arjuna, his
cosmic consci~sness: "I am the ~lspring of the universe." People
are but the fingers of one organism, hiding fran one another in a
glove, which is p.1lled over than. 'lhis glove constitutes the scales
of one's perceptible , individual life.

How does one rarove it?

''He who controls all the gates of the body, and confines the mind
to the heart, has set his breath in the head... He who abandons his
bcxly, uttering... [On], rred.itating on Ire, will reach the highest goal."
(idem Chapter Eight) .

'!here are ~ sides to Yoga: 1) iIrtrersion into the mind's heart,
2) the animation of consciousness; the path of the mind's imrersion
is the path of mystics; the path of anirration of consciousness is
gnosis; ~ acts are cClt'lbined by yoga: cerebral (or intellectual)
activity with heartfelt activity. '!he history of Iran IS self-consciousness is the tale of two paths: of mystical wandering and of
nan's gnostic wandering throughout the ages i but both paths are but
the gloves which we TIUSt reITOVe; only in Yoga do we stand before
the "I," released fran perceptible scabs, the II I" that has not becare the reasonable "I," nor the abstract "subject of cognition"
of rrodern philosophers. '!he "I" is the nam= of God: the "I" is
greater; but this "I, II appears to us as the "He" in us: "CX1r Father!" Later "He" reveals himself in us, as the authentic "I" in
the unauthentic "I"; that is what Krishna proclailns: "Feelings are
great; greater than feelings is the mind; greater than the mind is
p.rre reason, greater than pure reason is He." (idem).

'!he "I" is the iJrpulse of Love; the "I" is not that 'Nhich 0bserves objects of a static ~rld, but that which cc:robines objects
with the subject and creates: "I am 'U1ou."
Yoga reveals this concretely: here is the path of achieving
peace in battle, the resolution of' the problem posed by Arjuna on
the battlefield.

2.
Tolstoy is the precursor of love to care; '!he "He n, or the Voice,
which reads the signs of man I s fate, already resounded in him very
clearly; that voice is Manas; the "He" is Tolstoy's derton, resembling SOCrates I d.erron; and the "He" is greater: the "He" is louder;
rrore sonorous, rrore irrperious the "He" has pronamced his WJrd out
of Tolstoy by Tolstoy; and throuqh "Him" the writer Tolstoy became
our new teacher. In '!he Diary Leo Tolstoy calls "Him" at tirres "Father," at t.i.Ires "Master."
Manas is an eagle, spread out over our personal consciousness, resembl.ing Knowledge of ~rld consciousness; His ~ wings are the ~
sides of Reason: 1) the side, clothed in the clarity of reason I s waking consciousness and 2) the sur-rational side I the unclear side, not
revealed in the ~rd; ~ know that Vladi.mir Soloviev I s philosophy
speaks about the latter rationally; and the ~rd1essly great who are
blessed with Manas are silent. One and the other display the Eagle
as one-winged. 'Ihe Eagle does not soar clearly for everyone. He
clearly soars in Tolstoy.

Tolstoy knows of the unification of Manas and Life; his consciousness "en Life ll is the high point of transparent clarity in revealing
the Manas of ancient yoga; without any of the rational dazzle clear
thought is announced here in the iIrage of wisdcrn. In Soloviev there
is still a lot of dazzle; and people do not understand him; Tolstoy
is understandable; and as a result he can invest profound rreaning
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into his intelligible v.urd; lris thought is not the mirror I s reflection of shores in the water of thought, but rather the very depth of
transparent waters, the very revelation of water's life with all its

"fish-thoughts" i one can throw out a net into 'IOlstoy, and pullout
"fish, 11 and get narrishrrEnt one's entire life; with the reflection
of the shores on the water, with the reflections of even the heavens
of Soloviev' s philosophy you will not get enough nourishrrent in life;
all of Tolstoy's 11 fish " are but new rrea.ni..ngs of rational rreanings;
Soloviev did not tower before the touch of Manas in clear, peasant
words: all that becarre of him was a "philosopher," Tolstoy became a
teacher.

Within Tolstoy there is a Socrates; "he also carries within him Silenus (the thundering chaos of mysterious, Dionysian life); but the
Silenus, who inhabits in Tolstoy'S Y.Orld, engages in battle with the
rebellious "Socrates II ; he clashes with the self whom the Y.Orld already
honors as an artist, and clashes with the other one, who is "vulgar
and vain"; "I started. thinking about myself, al:x:>ut my hurts .•. and I
caJlE to my senses •• and all was ~ll. .• there is that one who is anI
noyed by the vulgar, silly, vain and sensitive Leo Nikolaevich ...
Descartes' "Cogito ll genuinely as a ~ Socrates in Tolstoy: 2
"Reason is the Vo1eapOn for cognitiot:l, it is proof, it is a critique. 11
We "know sarething ... for what it is." ''What then?--"'ntat which we
cognize is n.anely the very thing we know. "3 B..lt Tolstoy raises the
goal of cognition to cognition; cognition without a goal is insanity,
h~er logical it rray be: "Fational activity is distinguished frcrn
insane activity only in that rational activity assigns its judgnents
in order of their :iJrq;:lortance. "4 Reasoning which is not tied to a
ccrrrron goal .. is insane, no matter how logical it is. ,,5 'Ibe absence
of a goal in the organization of concepts creates all the insanity of
abstract conclusions as to what life is: "It is not that which we. call
science which defines life, but oor concept of life which defines what
should be
acknowledged as science." 6 "Before anything else we have
to decide what science is. II 'I1ley say that science studies life frcm
all its sides ~ but the trouble is that every object has as nany sides
as there are radii in a sphere, that is, an endless nurrber, and it is
not possible to study it fran all sides, but we nust know fran which

side it is nore necessary."

"True knowledge consists in knowing that

know, and do not know what ~ do not know"-Tolstoy incessantly advances this thesis by Confucius.

we knCM what

\ole!

In his book On Life Tolstoy rrarvellously reveals an entire series of
confusions which ~ cc:mni.t in defining life with the help of various
official abstractions subordinate to life~ he reveals that life begins
only with the manifestation of consciousness; life and consciousness
are one and the sarre~ we are rom into life only when we realize the
center of consciousness wi thin ourselves, am not when we appear on
earth biologically~ our appearance on earth is not life (life-o:Jnsciousness) i this is a "trifle. II Understanding the voice of one's own life
is understanding "Manas." "'!here were ti.rres when I felt that I was becaning a bearer of God's will... '!he truth ~d go right through Ire •••
I hope to God that their (truths) passage through Ire will not defile
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these truths. ,,8
Krislma teaches: "I am Manas; out of all beings I am consciousness. "
Within us consciOJS1")€s8 itSelf is Manas. Tolstoy confiDns that life
is conscioosness; thus he beccrres the spokesrran of Krishna's teachings
in a new light. 'Ihe aspiration for concrete practical wi.sdan shcMs up
once again in him; he (Tolstoy') calls this science of practical wisdan
a spiritual science; he searches for its traces in the truths of wisdan fran all the ages and peoples: "'I11ere are thousands of superstitions, but not faiths ..• there are not even ten teachings arout faiths
and yet all of them c~ together in one and the sane faith, only expressed di£ferently."
"Religion is the consciousness of those truths,
which •• are understood and Yhich are indubitable like 2x2=4. 'Ihe goal
of religion ... is to express these truths. "10 'Ihe path of expression
is action-this is y~: ''When a truth ... is uttered, it. .transfonns
life.ul! Manas energes in us in the praxis of the 'ttOrld of consciousness; any philosophy is praxis ..• Hiildu yoga exactly looks like this;
our cognition is yogic. Tolstoy says: IlMaterialists.1~50 not know
what Hindus have done in the criticism of ~tian. n
3.

Yoga is the teaching for the chosen and the few; Tolstoy opens up
the fOrtals of Yoga for all; fram nt:M on, because of Tolstoy, Yogism
is a universal concern, a "peasant's" concern. It (Yogism) is the
spirit of Manas, which was at one tiIre nerely the conscic::usness of a
few; but ru::M a. different epoch is upon us: rranki.nd has cane of age,
when Manas will open itself just as the laws of reason are now open
to each and everyone, who studies science: science is accessible to

everyone.
Tolstoy is the spokesman for accessible Wisdan for everyone: he is
the revelation of culture to CC!'le. Having risen, Leo Tolstoy Wimt
before all of Russia into the enonrous expanses of universal light;
leo Tolstoy' 5 departure first fran an already decaying culture, then
fran his very hate, through death into the life of i..ntrortali ty, is
the greatest and rrost accessible syrrbol.
IIm'ortali ty has drawn near.
And Tolstoy's voice is the Voice of another world to care.
properly encounter It through all our experiences.
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